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Let D be a closed subset of a Banach space X and T: D --) D a nonexpansive 
mapping. Conditions are given (on the space X) for T to satisfy the following 
property of ergodic type: {T”x/n} converges (either weakly or strongly) to a vector 
v. Rather unexpectedly, D is not assumed to be convex, nor is I - T assumed to 
satisfy any range condition. In addition, it is shown that --c is the unique point of 
least norm in the closure of R(I - T) if and only if I - T satisfies a certain range 
condition at infinity. Several interesting applications to accretive operator and 
nonlinear semigroup theory are also included. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper (X, 1 . I) denotes a (real) Banach space, X* its dual, 
D a closed subset of X, and T: D-+ D a nonexpansive mapping: 
/TX-TYIGIX-Ylf or all x and y in D. Our principal results are as follows. 
We denote the identity operator by Z, the closure of a subset B of X by cl(B), 
and its distance from a point y in X by d(y, B). 
THEOREM 1. Let D be a closed subset of a Banach space X and 
T: D + D a nonexpansive mapping. 
(a) Zf X is reflexive and strictly convex, then the weak lim,,, T”x/n 
exists for each x in D (and is independent of x). 
(b) Zf X* has a’ Frichet dl@rentiable norm, then the strong 
lim,,, T”x/n exists. 
This result is of interest because, rather unexpectedly, D is not assumed to 
be convex, nor is A = I - T assumed to satisfy the range condition 
R(Z+rA)ID for all r > 0, (1) 
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as in [5; 12, Theorem 4.21. There are circumstances in which it is possible to 
identify the limit of Theorem 1 in terms of the range of Z - T. In this 
direction we have 
THEOREM 2. Let D be a closed subset of a Banach space X and 
T: D + D a nonexpansive mapping. Zf X* is strictly convex and has a 
Frkhet dlflerentiable norm, then the following are equivalent: 
lim inf d(0, R(Z + t(Z - T)))/t = 0; 
t-m (2) 
- ,l\i~ T”x/n is the unique point of least norm in cl(R(Z - T)); (3) 
!\l I T”xl/n = d(0, R(Z - T)). (4) 
It is known [ 11, p. 123; 12, p. 1431 that if A = I- T satisfies the range 
condition (I), then (3) and (4) follow. Theorem 2 not only shows that this 
condition is not necessary, but also provides us with a necessary and 
sufficient condition for (3) and (4) to hold. As a matter of fact, the proof of 
Theorem 2 shows that some of its implications are valid under even weaker 
assumptions. As an indication of what can go wrong, consider the example 
D= {x,y}, Tx=y, and Ty=x. 
We also obtain new results on resolvents of accretive operators 
(Theorem 3), the minimum property (Theorem 4), and nonlinear semigroups 
(Theorem 5). 
Some information on the geometry of Banach spaces is required. The 
duality map from X into the family of nonempty closed convex subsets of 
X*isdefinedbyJ(x)=(x*EX*:(x,x*)=~x)*=~x*~*}foreachxinX.1t 
is single valued if and only if X is smooth. If X* is strictly convex (resp. 
smooth), then X is smooth (resp. strictly convex). The converse is true when 
X is reflexive. Finally, recall that the norm of a Banach space X is said to be 
Frlchet differentiable if for each x in its unit sphere U = {x E X: Ix] = 1 ), 
lim,, (Ix + 04 - IW is attained uniformly for y in U. We shall then write 
that X is (F). 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Our method of proof of Theorem 1 is based, in part, on a technique which 
was independently developed by Miyadera [6] and the second author [ 121. 
They applied it to nonlinear semigroups. The proof of our first lemma is 
reminiscent of a method used by Crandall in [2]. He was concerned with the 
behavior of nonlinear semigroups at the origin. In the sequel, unless stated to 
the contrary, X will be an arbitrary Banach space. 
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LEMMA 1. For each x in D, L = lim,,, 1 T”x j/n exists and equals 
inf{lx - T”xl/n: n > 1). 
Proof: Set L=inf{lx-T”xl/n:n>l}. If n=km+r, O<r<m, then 
Ix - T”xl < Ix - Trxl + Ix- T% < r/x - Txl + klx- T”‘x/. Since r < m 
and km < n, we have Ix - T”x I/n < (m/n) Ix - TX I + Ix - T”‘x I/m. Hence, 
letting n -9 co, 
L< /I= infix-T”xI/n< lim suplx-T”xI/n<Ix-T”‘x(/m. “*IX2 
Since we can choose m to make (x - T”‘xI/m as close as we please to L, we 
see that {Ix - T”xl/n} must converge to L. It is clear that { (T”x I/n} also 
converges to L, and that L is independent of x E D. 
It may be of interest to note that the proof of Lemma 1 shows that if 
{a(n): n = 1,2,...} is a sequence of nonnegative real numbers such that 
a(m +n)<a(m)+a(n) for all m and n, then limn+ma(n)/n= 
inf{a(n)/n: n > 1). It follows that if T is nonexpansive on a subset D of a 
metric space (X, d), then lim,,, d(x, T”x)/n = inf{ d(x, T”x)/n: n > 1). 
Since L < Ix - TX/, we see that L < d = d(0, R(I - T)). The example 
mentioned in the introduction shows that strict inequality may occur. 
LEMMA 2. For x E D, m < n, and z,(x) E J((x - T”x)/n), 
(x-Tmx,zn(x))> Ix-T~xI(~x-T”xI-Ix-T”-“‘x/). (5) 
ProoJ We have 
(x - T”x, z”(x)) = (x - T”x, z,(x)) - (Tmx - T”x, z”(x)) 
> Iz,(x)l(Ix - T”xl - Ix- T”-“‘xl). 
In order to continue, the right-hand side of (5) must be estimated. Ideally, 
we should like mL as an estimate for the bracketed term. Unfortunately, 
Lemma 1 does not quite give this, and in order to proceed we use the 
following technical result. 
LEMMA 3. Let {a(k); k = 1,2,...} be a sequence of real numbers, and let 
0 < r <p < q be integers. Suppose that a(k)/k Q M < co for k 2 r. Then 
there exists an integer n such that p < n < q and 
(a(n) - a(n - m))/m > (a(q) -pM)/(q -p) for all 0 < m < n - r. (6) 
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Proof: Set b(k) = (q -p) a(k) -t (pA4 - u(q)) k. If r ,< k <p, then 
b(k) < (4 -PI kM + @M - a(q)) k = (qM - 4s)) k < tW - 4q))p = b(q). 
Hence, if n is chosen to maximize (b(k):p < k ,< q} then b(k) < b(n) for 
r < k < n. This rearranges to (6) with m = n - k. 
LEMMA 4. For each x E D there exists z(x) E X* such that Iz(x)l = L 
and 
((x - T”x)/m, z(x)) > L*, m = 1, 2,.... (7) 
Proof: Set u(k) = Ix - TkxI, and, for each positive integer r, apply 
Lemma 3 with p = 2’, q = 2p, M= L,= max(a(k)/k: k> r} to obtain 
2’ < n,,< 2’+’ such that for 0 < m < n, - r 
Ix - T”rxl - Ix - T”~-~xl> (m/p)(lx- T9x1 -pL,) 
2 tm/pW -P&I = ML -U. 
Note that for any m, this holds when r is sufficiently large (e.g., when 
2’- r > m). By applying this estimate in Lemma 2 we obtain (x - T”x, 
z”,(x)) > (m/n,)Ix - T”rx( (2L - ~5,). Let z(x) denote any weak-star limit of 
a subnet of {z,Jx)). Then Iz(x)( ( L, and, as required, (x - T”x, z(x)) > 
mL(2L -L) = mL*. Since lx - T”x(/m + L, it now follows that Iz(x)I = L. 
LEMMA 5. X is strictly convex if and only ifits duality map J is injective 
in the sense that J(x) n J( y) # 0 implies x = y. 
Proof If Ix I = I y ( = ( (x + y)/2 1 and j E J((x + y)/2), then 
I tx + y)/212 = ((x +y)/2J) = f&U + CyJ)) 
~<4(lWl+IylIA>=I(x+y)/212. 
Thus (XJ) = 1x1*, (YJ) = I Yl* and j E J(x) n J(y). If J is injective, this 
implies that x = y, so that X is indeed strictly convex. Conversely, if 
j E J(x) n J(y) then 
Ixl=lYl and IF1 /xl> (F,j] =1x(*. 
Hence 1 (x + y)/2 1 = (xl = 1 y 1. If X is strictly convex, this implies that x = y 
and the proof is complete. 
We also need the following known fact (cf. (3, p. 5601). 
LEMMA 6. X* is (F) ifand only lyX is reflexive and strictly convex, and 
5x0/54/3 1 
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has the following property: if the weak lim,,, x, = x and Ix,, --) 1x1, then 
(x,} converges trongly to x. 
To prove part (a) of Theorem 1 we now let w be a weak limit of a subse- 
quence of (T”x/m}. Then ] w] <L and, by (7), (-w, z(x)) > L*. Hence 
1 w] = L and z(x) E J(-w). S ince J is injective by Lemma 5, it follows that 
the weak lim,,, Tmx/m exists. It is independent of x E D because 
ITmx-TmyI<Ix-y(. S ince ] T”‘x/m( + L = 1 WI, part (b) now follows from 
Lemma 6. 
See [8, Corollary 2.21 for the Hilbert space case of Theorem 1. 
If X is identified with the range of its natural injection in X**, then the 
method of proof of Theorem 1 yields the following result (with no geometric 
assumptions on X). 
PROPOSITION 1. The set of weak-star accumulation points W** of 
{ T”x/n} in X** is nonempty and independent of x E D. In addition, if J* 
denotes the duality map on X*, then W** c J*(z(x)) for each x in D. 
COROLLARY 1. If X* is smooth then the weak-star lim,,, T”x/n exists 
for each x in D (and is independent of x). 
Proof. J* is single-valued, so that W** = J*(z(x)) is a singleton. 
This result improves upon [ 12, Proposition 4. I 1. The dual result is 
COROLLARY 2. Zf X* is strictly convex, [hen z(x) = z is independent of 
x E D. 
Proof: J* is injective, and so or # W* * c J*(z(x)) n J*(z( y)) implies 
4X> = Z(Y)- 
3. RESOLVENTS 
Before proving Theorem 2 we shall establish several new results on 
resolvents of accretive operators. Once again, unless stated to the contrary, X 
will be an arbitrary Banach space. Recall that a subset A of XXX with 
domain D(A) and range R(A) is said to be accretive if 
lx1 -x21 G lx, -x2 + r(y, -YdI f or all [xi, yi] E A, i = 1,2, and r > 0. The 
resolvent J, = (I+ rA)-’ of A is nonexpansive on its domain D(J,) = 
R(I + rA). (It should not be confused with the duality map J,) Later we set 
A=I-T. 
LEMMA 7. For 0 < s < t, let x, E D(J,) and x, E D(J,). Then 
IJtW < lJ,xs/sI + Wt--X,/S/. 
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ProoJ Using the resolvent identity J,x, = J,((s/t) x1 + (1 - (s/t)) JIxJ, 
we obtain 
and the result follows. 
COROLLARY 3. Iftip qxtiE D(J,i), and IxtiI/ti+ 0, 
then 
IJtiXtil/ti + M < 03* (8) 
ProoJ: By Lemma 7, lim SUP~+~ IJI,xl,I/ti Q lJsxsI/s + Ix,I/s for each 
positive s and x, E D(J,). Hence 
lim SUP IJtixtil/fi < Ii; inf IJ(,X,,(/ti* 
i-00 
Note that a sequence satisfying (8) exists if and only if 
lim inf d(0, R(Z t tA))/t = 0. (9) t-m 
LEMMA 8. Zf 0 < s < t, x, E II( x, ED(J,), xEX, and y, E 
J((x - J,x,)/t), then 
((x -Js-w~Yt) 2 I (x -JtWI lie - JtxtWI 
- I (x - d/s - (x - xt)/t I L 
Proof Using the resolvent identity we have 
(~-J,~,~~t)=(~-Jt~t~Y,)+(Jt~,-J,~,~Y,) 
~IYtI(IX-Jtxtl-IJtxt-J,x,l} 
2IYtl jlx-J,x,l- ifx’t (l-;)Jtxt-x,~ 1 
which simplifies to the required inequality. 
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THEOREM 3. Let X be a Banach space, A c X x X an accretive operator 
that satisfies (9), and { (ti, xti>} a sequence that satisfies (8). 
(a) If X is reflexive and strictly convex, then u = weak limi,co Jtix,, lti 
exists (and is independent of the choice of the sequence satisfying (8)). 
(b) If X* has a Frechet dtrerentiable norm, then u is the strong 
lim,, JIix,, /ti, and -u is the unique point of least norm in cl(R(A)). 
Proof. By Corollary 3, iimi+co IJt,x,,/ti) = M < co. Set t = ti in Lemma 
8, and let y be any weak-star limit of a subnet of ( y,,}. Then 1 y ( < M and 
((x - Jsxs)Is, Y> > WM - Ix - x, l/s>. (10) 
To prove part (a), let u be a weak limit of a subsequence of {Jtixti/ti}. 
Then (10) implies that t-u, y) > M’. Hence 1 u] = [ y I= M and y E J(-u). 
Strict convexity now shows that u is unique. To see that u is independent of 
the sequence {(ti, x,i)}, just “interlace” two such sequences. The first part of 
(b) again follows from Lemma 6. 
In order to identify u, let d = d(0, R(A)). Since (xl, - Jt,xli)/ti belongs to 
R(A), it is clear that M > d and that -u E cl(R(A)). On the other hand, we 
have 
lJsxs -al < IJP, -a + r((x, - Jsx,>ls - b)l 
for alls>O,r>O,[a,b]EA. 
Letting r = s/2, s = ti, and then i + co, we obtain first 
2)J,x,-a//s<IJ,x,/s+x,/s-2a/s-bl 
and then 
2M<Iu-bl<M+Ibj. 
Hence M< d, M = d, and -u is a point of least norm in cl(R(A)). If 
vEcl(R(A)) and jvl=d, then Iu-uv(=Iu(+jvI=2d, and u=-u because 
X is strictly convex. 
This result improves upon [ 12, Theorem 2.21 and [6, Theorem 21. 
Remark. As a matter of fact, it can be shown that M = d in all Banach 
spaces. See Proposition 3 in Section 5. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We intend to show that (2) implies (3) and that (4) implies (2). (It is 
clear that (3) implies (4).) 
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To this end, let A = 1- T, assume that (2) (equivalently, (9)) holds, and 
let ((ti, x,,)] satisfy (8). Let A4 = limi,, IJlixfi /t/l, d = d(0, R(I - r>), and 
L = lim,,, ) T’x/n I. Since (x, - J,x,)/t = (I - ZJ J,x, belongs to R(I - T), it 
is clear that L < d < A& In order to proceed, we need 
LEMMA 9. If x E D and x, E D(J,), then 
(J,x,- T”xl< (1 + l/t)-” Ix-JJ,x,I 
+ f (1 + 1/#-I-” Ix,- T&x(/t. 
k=l 
Proof: Since x, E D(J,), x, = (1 t t) J,x, - tTJ,x,. Therefore 
(1 +t)JJ,x,-Tkx)=)x,ttTJ,x,-(1 tt)Tkxj 
,< tlJ,x, - P’XI + Ix, - TkxI. 
Multiplying by (1 + ~)~-‘/t’ and summing, we obtain 
(1 + l,‘t)“lJ,x, - T”x/ 
<)J,x,-x) + + (1 + l/t)k-‘I~,- TkxI/f. 
k=l 
The result follows. 
Let yt belong to J((x - Jlxl)/t). Then Lemma 9 shows that 
(x - T”x, Y,) = (x - Jtx,, v,) + (J,x, - T”x, y,) 
2 I ~~l(lx--J~,l- J,x, - T”xl) 
> lb - JAI4 I(1 - (1 + l/Q-“>1 x -JpI 
- i (1 t l/t)k-‘-“l~,- Tkxj/t}. 
k=l 
Set t = ti, and let y be any weak-star limit of a subnet of ( y,J. Then ( y/G A4, 
and since lim,,, I( 1 - (1 + l/t)-“) = n, we see that 
((x - rx)/n, j) >, M2 for all n > 1. (11) 
Hence Ix - T*xI/n 2 M for all n, L > M, and L = d = M. In other words, 
(2) implies (4) (in all Banach spaces). 
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Now let w= lim,,, T*x/n (which exists by Theorem l), and 
u=lim. ,+co JIixli /ti (which exists by Theorem 3). Since y E J(-w) by (11) 
and y E J(--U) by the proof of Theorem 3, strict convexity implies that 
u = w. By part (b) of Theorem 3, -w is the unique point of least norm in 
cl(R(I - 7’)) and (2) implies (3) (even if X is not assumed to be smooth). 
To prove that (4) implies (2), we first use Corollary 2 to choose a point 
z E X* such that 
((x - Tmx)/m, z) > L * for all m > 1 and x E D. (12) 
Since z =J(-W) and X* is (F), Lemma 6 shows that for each E > 0 there 
exists6>Osuchthat(x,r)~L2andJxJ<L+6implythat~x+wJ<~.Fix 
E > 0, and hence 6. Since L = d, we can choose x such that 
Ix- Txl <L +6. Then 
)T”x-T”+‘x~<~x-Tx~<L+6, 
and by (12) with m= 1 (T”x-T~~‘x,z)>L*. Hence jT”x-T”“x+ WJ 
< E. Given t > 0, choose an integer n such that 1 n - t 1 < 1. Then 
I (Z + t(Z - T)) 7-x I 
<IT”x-nwl+jn-ttJIwl+tlT”x-T”+‘x+wl, 
and 
d(0, R(Z + t(Z - T))/t < (n/t)1 T”x/n - w I + I wI/t + E. 
Hence lim SLIP~-~ d(0, R(Z + t(Z - 7’)))/t < E. Thus (4) implies that 
lim d(0, R(Z + t(Z - T)))/t = 0, 
t&a, (13) 
which certainly implies (2). This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
5. ADDITIONAL RESULTS 
In this section we present several consequences of the results established in 
previous sections. Let co(D) denote the convex hull of a subset D of X. 
Recall that D is said to have the minimum property [7] if 
d(0, co(D)) = d(0, D). The following result improves upon [ 12, Theorem 5.11. 
THEOREM 4. Let X be a Banach space, and let A c X x X be an 
accretive operator that satisfies (9). Zf X* is strictly convex, then cl(R(A)) 
has the minimum property. 
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ProoJ Let { (tiV X(i)} satisfy (8), and let M = limi+m ]Jt,x,,]/ti (which 
exists by Corollary 3). For x in X, let yli belong to J((x - JliXti)/ti). Suppose 
that a subnet of { yli} converges weak-star to y, and that a subnet of the 
natural injection of Jl,xli /ti in X* * converges weak-star to U* *. Then 
(y(<M,]u**]<M and (-u**,y)>M’ by (10). Hence ]u**]=]y]=M, 
(-24**, y) = M2, and --u * * E J*(y). Applying Lemma 5 to X*, we conclude 
that y = weak-star limi,a J((x - J,ix,i)/ti) exists and is independent of x. If 
[a, b] E A, then 
But we also have 
lim ((Xii-JliXtJ/ti, J((a - JliXli)/ti))= M2, 
i+co 
so therefore (b, y) > M2. Since y is independent of a and b, it follows that 
(c, y) > M2 for all c in co(R(A)). H ence d(0, co(R(A))) > M > d(0, R(A)), 
and the result follows. 
Here is another result in this direction. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let D be a closed subset of a Banach space X and 
T: D -+ D a nonexpansive mapping. Assume that X* is strictly convex and 
that (4) holds. Then cl(R(I - T)) has the minimum property. 
ProoJ By Lemma 4 with m = 1 and Corollary 2, B = {b: (b, z) > L2] is 
convex and contains R (I - T). Hence L < d(0, B) < d(0, co(R (Z - T))) < 
d(0, R(I - Z)) = d. So, if L = d, all terms are equal. 
Our next result improves upon [ 11, Lemma 2.11. It holds for all Banach 
spaces. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let X be a Banach space, A CX X X an accretive 
operator that satisfies (9), and {(ti, xJ} a sequence satisfying (8). Then 
limi,m lJliXli I/ti = d(O, R(A)). 
Proof: We already know that M = lim,,, ]Jti~,i]/ti exists (Corollary 3), 
and that M > d = d(0, R(A)). The proof of Theorem 4 shows that for each 
b E R(A), there is a point y in X* such that I y ] = M and (b, y) > M2. Hence 
IblM=lbl IyI>(b,y)>M2 and d>M. 
Note, however, that Theorem 4 and Proposition 2 cannot be extended to 
all Banach spaces. As a matter of fact, it is shown in [ 1 ] that a reflexive 
Banach space X is smooth if and only if cl(R(I- 7’)) has the minimum 
property for all nonexpansive T: X-+ X. 
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Recall that a nonlinear nonexpansive semigroup on a (closed) subset D of 
X is a function S: [0, ro) x D + D satisfying the following conditions: 
S(t, + tJ x = S(t,) S(t,) x fort,,t,>OandxED; 
Iwx-w)Yl~Ix-Yl for t > 0 and x, y E D; 
S(0) x = x forxE D; 
S(t) x is continuous in t > 0 for each x E D. 
THEOREM 5. Let S be a nonlinear semigroup on a closed subset D of a 
Banach space X. 
(4 lim,+, I W xl/t exists for each x E D (and is independent of x). 
(b) If X is reflexive and strictly convex, then the weak lim,,, S(t) x/t 
exists. 
(c) r X* has a Frechet dtrerentiable norm, then the strong 
lim,,, S(t) x/t exists. 
Proof: This result is obtained by combining Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 
with the proof of [9, Theorem 2.21. Note that S is not assumed to be 
generated, nor is D assumed to be convex. 
We conclude with a result that identifies the limits obtained in Theorem 5. 
This result, a consequence of Theorem 4, is of interest because the negative 
generator of S is not assumed to satisfy the range condition (l)(with 
D = cl(D(A))). 
It has been shown by Kobayashi [4] that if an accretive operator A 
satisfies 
‘,‘T inf d(x, R(I + tA))/t = 0 for each x E cl(D(A)), (14) 
then -A generates a nonlinear semigroup S on cl(D(A)) in the following 
sense: 
For each x0 in cl(D(A)), S(t)x, is the unique (backward) difference 
scheme limit solution of the initial value problem 
u’(t) + Au(t) 3 0, O<t<aI, 
u(0) = x,. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let X be a Banach space, A c X x X an accretive 
operator that satisfies (9) and (14), and S the nonlinear semigroup generated 
by -A on cl(D(A)). If X* is strictly convex, then lim,,, ] S(t) xl/t = 
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d(0, R(A)), and the limits in (b) and (c) of Theorem 5 equal -v, where v is 
the unique point of least norm in cl(R(A)). 
Proof: Since cl(R(A)) has the minimum property by Theorem 4, the 
result follows from the proof of [ 10, Theorem 4.11. 
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